This paper presents a digital signal processing tool developed using Matlab TM , which provides a very lowcost and effective strategy for analog-to-digital conversion of legated paper biomedical maps without requiring dedicated hardware. This software-based approach is particularly helpful for digitalizing biomedical signals acquired from analogical devices equipped with a plotter. Albeit signals used in biomedical diagnosis are the primary concern, this imaging processing tool is suitable to modernize facilities in a non-expensive way. Legated paper ECG and EEG charts can be fast and efficiently digitalized in order to be added in existing up-to-date medical data banks, improving the follow-up of patients.
Introduction igital equipments are nowadays largely preferred to analogical ones especially due to their highquality and flexibility of working with their output. Medical equipments that use digital technology have emerged as a true revolution in signal acquisition, analysis and diagnosis. Today, electrocardiograms, electroencephalograms, electromyogram and other biomedical signals are all digital. Digital signals allow very high signal processing capabilities, easy storage, transmission and retrieval of information [3] . The well-recognized advantages of digital technology turns it the first-choice.
One of the limiting factors of adopting the digital technology is the high cost of some modern digital equipment, overall some medical ones. This is a serious barrier to be crossed by those who already have a working analogical device and/or face budget limitations. An alternative to device replacement is adopting an A/D-converter and a suitable interface to a digital microcomputer or laptop. This would also allow digitizing legated analogical data, something of paramount importance in many areas, overall in medicine as the history of patients would be kept and case studies may be correlated, etc.
An image-to-data conversion algorithm
Many relevant but old data are only available in a chart-format and the appending new data may be suitable. The steps proposed algorithm description below is strongly based on ECG, but it can easily be adapted to other signals, either biological or not. An implementation of the A/D platform on MATLAB TM [2] is presented, exhibiting a few cases to illustrate the lines of the procedure. S1. Digitalization of the paper strip 
